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The launch of the Ramform Titan class marine seismic data acquisi on ships by Petroleum Geo‐Services (PGS)
mark a new era of subsea oil and gas explora on. The second of these vessels, the Ramform Atlas was
launched in January, 2014. The Ramform Titan and Ramform Atlas are designed and built by PGS to be the
most powerful and produc ve of their kind using the latest marine and electronic seismic technologies.
Every detail of these vessels was evaluated based on op mum produc vity and safety including the cable
management systems used to deploy and a ach up to a 24‐streamer array system. The towed streamers
consist of several thousand recording sensors over an area greater than 3,000 acres (12 km2), or 3.5 mes
the size of New York’s Central Park.

The new Ramform Titan and Ramform Atlas put PGS further ahead as the leader in safe,
produc ve and eﬃcient 3D seismic acquisi on.

The engineers at PGS have
chosen the latest proven
technologies available
throughout the Ramform Titan‐
class ships, including the new
PMI Dyna‐Hanger II and Dyna‐
BSR cable management
systems. These systems provide
significantly higher load
capaci es to accommodate the
demands of extreme towing
loads caused by wider streamer
arrays. As a bonus, the major
components of both systems
can be installed, or removed, in
just minutes without special
tools or extensive personnel
training to increase on deck
produc vity and reduce
down me.
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The Dyna‐Hanger II cable management system uses exclusive patent pending designed symmetrical
suspension arms with tool‐less features and helical rods. It is designed with a hinged collar that snaps around
the housing and is secured with just a quick‐release pin. A specially designed housing prevents the
a achment point from shi ing on the lead‐in cable while the collar design enables the cable to rotate freely
under tension. It is capable of accommoda ng loads up to 100% of the cable’s rated breaking strength.
The Dyna‐BSR bending strain relief system provides cable bending and abrasion protec on, while enabling
rota on of various cable a achments. It replaces tradi onal slip‐on bending strain relief systems that use a
one‐piece body design. Instead, the Dyna‐BSR patent pending two‐piece system can be installed or removed
at any me during deployment or retrieval procedures. It is designed with a reinforced polyurethane, two‐
part shell to provide added strength and flexibility. A unique fastener system quickly secures the shells
together. In total, the system oﬀers graduated s ﬀness to protect cables from oﬀ‐axis loads through a wide
range of angle combina ons by maintaining a safe minimum bend radius.
“Everything on the Ramform
Titan class was chosen for its
contribu on to our primary
goals of providing op mal
seismic produc vity and crew
safety,” according to Sverre
Olsen, Technical Manager at
PGS. “Every sub‐system we
have, builds on the total system
to achieve our goals. PMI
systems were chosen because
they con nue to meet PGS
produc vity and higher load
requirements.”
“The successful PGS installa on
is a result of our conversa ons
Installa on of the PMI Dyna‐Hanger cable hanger and Dyna‐BSR bending strain relief
systems.
with customers about their
challenges then developing cable
hardware and support services to meet their needs,” said Bob Schauer, president, PMI Industries. “We are
focused on unmatched support for our customers. Whether it is easy‐to‐use hardware, engineering
support or comprehensive cable tes ng services, we listen and then perform.”
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About PMI Industries, Inc.
PMI Industries, Inc. provides underwater cable hardware products and services to customers worldwide including explora on, military, commercial and
scien fic organiza ons. The company supports domes c and interna onal customers with comprehensive subsea knowledge, applica on assistance, custom
designs and func onal tes ng to assure performance and reliability in harsh opera onal environments.
The company was founded to solve cable and wire rope applica on problems. It introduced unique wire helix design to grip a conductor that provides the
strength needed for assured cable connec ons while ensuring cable integrity.
For more informa on, visit: www.pmiind.com
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